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Class 12 Computer
Model Paper 2018 MCQs

1. Which of the following creates user groups and assigns privileges to them?
A. Process management B. I/O management
C. File management D. Network management

2. Which operating system allows execution of application software on different computers in a
network?
A. Parallel processing operating system B. Multi-tasking operating system
C. Distributed operating system D. Multi-processor operating system

3. Which command is used to change directory in disk operating system?
A. CD B. CHG DIR
C. Change directory D. Replace directory

4. Which method of implementing from an old system to a new system involves a gradual
introduction of the new system?
A. Step-by-step implementation B. Phased implementation
C. Parallel implementation D. Pilot implementation

5. Which of the following is NOT a reserve word in C++?
A. exit B. break C. quit D. continue

6. What is the value of a? if a = 40 % 3
A. 0 B. 1 C. 13 D. 13.33

7. If x = 10, then after executing the statement x*=++x the value of x will be
A. 100 B. 110 C. 115 D. 121

8. Which of the following accesses the seventh element stored in array?
A. array[6]; B. array[7]; C. array(7); D. array;

9. We declare a function if it does not have any return type.
A. long B. bdouble C. void D. int

10. The operator used for dereferencing or indirection is
A. * B. & C. −> D. −≫

11. Which is the most powerful tool to handle memory addresses?
A. & operator B. Pointer C. Arrays D. String

12. Which of the following is a valid class declaration?
A. class A {int x;}; B. class B { }
C. public class A { } D. object A { int x; };

13. _____ is the ability to use a function in multiple ways.
A. Overloading B. Polymorphism C. Class D. Inheritance

14. Which is header file needed to read, write and manipulate the file?
A. if stream B. of stream C. i stream D. f stream

15. In which type of files data can be accessed randomly?
A. Random access file B. Binary file
C. Text files D. Both text and binary files


